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Abstract
Germany has one of the strongest economies in Europe and the world and is therefore very attractive as a trading partner for many European countries. Nevertheless, there is a lack of qualified engineers with international experience who have specific German language skills in certain fields such as the field of Automation Technology. Therefore, universities and companies from four different European Union countries (Tampere UAS, Reutlingen University, Tallinn UAS, VŠB TU Ostrava, T:mi Ulrike Eichstädt, HINTERWAELT Grafikdesign, InPunkto Softwareentwicklung) are working together to develop a curriculum and teaching material for an interdisciplinary online-course which combines the fields of Automation Technology and German as a foreign language. The course is named ADOK (Automatisierung und Deutsch im Online-Kurs/Automation Technology and German as an Online-Course) and will be available free of charge by the end of 2012 on the website www.adok.projekt.eu (​http:​/​​/​www.adok.projekt.eu​/​​). In this course the German language is not functioning as a medium for learning another subject, but is rather a learning target of the same value as the PLC. The course is meant to train engineers in programming and German language skills. The course material produced is a combination of problem-based instruction in the field of Control Engineering and active learning of the German language. Situations from daily professional life are simulated and this will have a positive effect on the motivation of the students.  
Computer modified, animated and interactive learning material for the combined teaching of Control Technology and German language will be produced on the basis of authentic texts and diagrams. These tasks will be embedded in Moodle, a widely-used online learning platform, so they can be used by the students to produce, for example, glossaries together. For language learning purposes, we will adapt an existing reading strategy which clarifies, for example, keywords. This reading strategy could be used for most European languages. In the spring of the year 2012 the course will be tested with students from the partner institutions. The outcome of the piloting will be presented at the conference in Turku.  
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1. Introduction
In this article you will find a description of a project called “ADOK: Deutsch und Automatisierung im Online-Kurs” (=Automation engineering and German in an online course). This project develops a curriculum and the online material for a course of the same name within the context of the LLP (Life Long Learning)-program of the European Union. In this inter-disciplinary course students acquire the basic principles to solve automation tasks, basic knowledge of German for the communication with customers and a reading strategy for the decoding of technical texts. The course simulates an international project from ordering to bringing into service a control system for traffic lights. This tri-annual project started on 1st October 2009. At this point of time the piloting phase is running and the work will be completed by the end of the year 2012.

2.	 History of the project
2.1. Starting point for the development of this course
Many publications emphasise the importance of language skills. In the article “Languages for Jobs” the writers assert that “the demand for foreign language competence and communication skills on the European job market is rising continually” [1]. The ELAN-report “Impact of lack of foreign language competence in business companies on the European economy” pointed out that a quarter of 2 000 small and medium-sized firms that were interviewed demand that their staff should have a better knowledge of English in the first place and the competence to speak German, French or Russian in all social and working environments in the second place [2].
Using the example of Finland we examined the actual situation. Finnish firms need personnel with a good knowledge of German because next to Sweden and Russia, Germany is the most important business partner. But are there enough engineers who can act properly in different working situations in German? The answer is: not anymore. Their language proficiency level is too low. Only a few engineers reach a proficient level in German: B1-B2 of the Common European Framework for Languages. There are different explanations for this. At Finnish schools a decreasingly number of pupils choose German as a first foreign language; the range of German courses is decreasing as well and is often reduced to beginner courses. The Tampere University of Applied Sciences for instance offers optional German courses for engineering students that lead from A0 to B1/B2. Whereas classes for beginners are often crowded more often there are not sufficient applicants for the courses leading to B1/B2-level and thus these courses may not be organised.
In order to upgrade the proficiency level of engineering students Professor Olavi Kopponen, lecturer of automation, and Ms Claudia Daems, teacher of German, developed the thought to impart engineering knowledge and language skills at the same time. In the field of automation Siemens is one of the market leaders. The laboratories at the universities use Siemens hard- and software and consequently authentic texts such as manuals with software descriptions and instructions that up to now were seldom used are now available for the students.
2.2. A thought turns into a project
It was clear from the start that the financial and personnel resources of TAMK would not last to develop a course on such a scale. The LLP-program of the EU offered the opportunity to create new curricula. Both lecturers looked for partners in three other European countries and together with them they wrote an application which was elected 2009 to be co-financed by the EU. The work started on 1st October 2009 and the project is expected to be finished by the end of 2012. The consortium comprises four universities and three firms: the Tampere University of Applied Sciences (TAMK), Finland (coordination, DaF=German as  a foreign language, automation); Toiminimi Ulrike Eichstädt, Finland (DaF); the University of Reutlingen, Germany (DaF, automation); Hinterwaelt, Germany (graphic design); InPunkto Software, Germany (programming); the Technical University of Tallinn (TTK), Estonia (DaF, automation) and the Technical university of Ostrava (VŜB), Czech Republic (DaF). 

 
Figure 1. Project team.

Together the partners develop a curriculum and material for an interdisciplinary online-course that combines automation, in practice programmable-logic control (PLC), and German as a foreign language. This online course has been developed for the Moodle platform and will afterwards be at everyone’s disposal for free in the internet (www.adok-projekt.eu (​http:​/​​/​www.adok-projekt.eu​)).


Figure 2. Logo of the course.


3. Description of the Course
3.1 The Linking of two Subjects
The connecting link between both subjects is to be found in their educational aims. In the subject automation as well as in the subject German the students are to obtain the ability to deal with tasks in automation projects in German and solve problems in an international environment. The detailed goals can be found under “Produkte” on the internet page www.adok-projekt.eu (​http:​/​​/​www.adok-projekt.eu​)  [3].
In practice the linking is realised through the simulation of a project handling. The students are grouped in international teams – in real teams or simulated ones depending on the situation at their college. Each team has to act both as orderer/buyer and supplier respectively. Each team of buyers has to order a set of traffic lights for a busy road. The nature of the task of which there are two versions, including the solution contains the description, a sketch and a list of functional conditions of the traffic lights.
    
Figure 3. Task for team 1.					                                         Figure 4. Task for team 2.

On the basis of this task each team writes a manual with the technical specifications and the order which is then sent to the partner team. This partner team (=the suppliers) uses the description for a graphical picture of the different phases of the traffic lights and writes a program for the steering of the lights with the help of the software program STEP7 for the programmable-logic control SIMATIC. During the project the teams communicate with each other for instance to arrange dates or solve technical problems. The course ends with the handing over of the project which includes a presentation of the pedestrian crossing. The students master the programming in their native language or in English but some of the authentic material is in German. Moreover in the laboratory the students can choose German for the software STEP7. In all cases the communication between the students is in German.

3.2 Length and content of the course
The course represents ten credits (= 250 hours of student’s work):
Five credits are assigned to PLC, three credits go to German, one credit is assigned to company visits and one credit to intercultural activities. In the ideal case the course is spread over two terms. As needed or if the curriculum makes it possible the course can be used as an intensive course and be reduced in time to 15 weeks of about 16 hours of work per week.
In detail it looks like this:
For GFL (= German as a foreign language): 25 hours of classroom activities and online presence (German for project communication and STEP7-specialised texts), 50 hours for online work (Moodle: teamwork, documentation, communication between buyer and supplier), for intercultural activities: 25 hours (classroom presence and online presence), 25 hours for virtual and life factory tours.
For PLC: 25 hours for programming with STEP7, 50 hours online work (Moodle: teamwork, technical documentation, communication between buyer and supplier), 50 hours of work in the laboratory (programming on the computer with STEP7, testing of the program on the power and control unit, simulation of the light signalling system).

On the learner’s platform Moodle you can find 10 modules:
Module 1: Meeting the team mates and getting acquainted with PLC. 
Module 2: Introduction into PLC (hard- and software.
Module 3: Use of PLC (first examples of programming.
Module 4: Visualisation of hard- and software.
Module 5: Assignment of tasks.
Module 6: Communication between customers I
Module 7: Communication between customers II
Module 8: End f the project.
Module 9: Factory tours and intercultural activities.
Module 10: Reading strategies “Seven Steps to STEP7”

In parallel with modules 3 to 8 the students work on programming tasks in the laboratory. As regards the content of the online phases and presence phases they are made consistent which each other. The actual organisation of the lessons is left to the colleges. The basis for the work on and with the PLC is the SIMATIC-guide of Siemens with the example of traffic light pre-emption which was adapted for the classroom by the teachers of automation and further revised didactically by the teachers of German. At the end of each module the learning progress is tested. The project documents in German are evaluated as well. The failure-free functioning of the traffic light pre-emption is considered as the final test.

3.3 Key aspects of the German classes
The project communication includes introduction, small talk, product presentation, making appointments, business communication etc. The latter can be coped with the help of patterns that were created as Moodle test. There are written and oral exercises for communication.
For the simulated project “traffic lights” the students need a special technical vocabulary which they can acquire through several different exercises (such as flashcards, cloze texts, fill in matching words), tests and texts. The teachers of automation made a special vocabulary list in German, English, Estonian, Finnish and Czech.
Lest the students can work with authentic German texts the teachers of German developed a reading strategy “7 Steps to STEP7” which was based upon the method of seven sieves or filters of EuroCom [4]. With the aid of this strategy the students should be able to make a new text accessible step by step.
These are the seven steps:
1.	First have a look at the pictures, drawings, numbers, names.
2.	Identify the international words.
3.	Use the special vocabulary lists for technical texts.
4.	Mark the verb(s) in the sentences with across.
5.	Some verbs consist of two parts. Find the components of these verbs.
6.	Try to identify sentence structures that are typical for technical texts.
7.	Look up the remaining unknown words in a dictionary.

For each of these steps the students are given examples and exercises. In every module the stress is put on a typical structure that is common for technical texts. The examples are followed by short exercises whereby the stress is on the identification and the use of that typical sentence pattern. The students are not as yet supposed to create new sentence structures of their own.
The following features are imparted:
passive voice sentences, nouns derived from verbs, verbs in connection with prepositions, passive voice with modal verbs, relative clauses, participles used as adjectives, to let + infinitive, to be + infinitive.

4. The actual use of the material
4.1 Testing of the material
The material was tested several times already. In the autumn of 2010 the first two modules and the first two steps of the reading strategy were tested at the four participating universities. The evaluation by the students was positively encouraging. They found the material interesting and they were able to make the exercises even though some of the texts offered were a bit too difficult for them. They found the reading strategy helpful and had the feeling they could open up difficult specialised texts with the help of it. The exercises were level A2 and the instructions were clear enough [5].
Some selected exercises were tested with Belgian students of the KHK (Catholic University of Applied Sciences-Geel) in February 2011 and once more a year later.
In the context of an international week Professor Kopponen and Ms Daems conducted a workshop in which they showed that one can successfully combine the teaching of automation and German in classroom with foreign students. Also in the autumn of 2011 the FH Tampere organised a test flow with a somewhat shortened version of the course content (3 credits for PLC and 3 credits for German). Students without any knowledge of German were allowed to take part in this course but this proved to be problematic. The project process could be simulated but the learning progress was unsatisfactory.

4.2 Piloting
The pilot phase at TAMK and TTK started in January 2012 and two months later at the HS Reutlingen. TAMK and TTK offered the course as a bilateral specialised course. Two teams (one at each institution) kept in contact via Skype. At the beginning of March Professor Kopponen and the Finnish students went to Tallinn for four days and had lessons together with their colleagues. In April students from Estonia had the opportunity to come to Tampere for two weeks to work in the laboratory together with the Finnish students. They worked on the programming of the traffic lights and at the same time they had the possibility to learn German and PLC. During the second week of this intensive cooperation the project members organised a workshop. Teachers from the Czech Republic, Germany, Finland and Estonia lectured on intercultural subjects and discussed the themes with their students. The Finnish teachers and students also organised visits to factories.


    
Figure 5. Prof. Kopponen teaching PLC.					                     Figure 6. Students solving a problem.

At the Technical university of Ostrava the course is tested as a technical language course. The stress is put on vocabulary training, the study of typical sentence structures and the testing of the reading strategy.
In Reutlingen the piloting was done with exchange students from China, Brazil, Vietnam, Malaysia and Australia. This gave us the opportunity to find out to what extent the material is suitable for students who have to learn the German vocabulary via English. A peculiarity in this case was also the fact that the teacher of German was not involved in the project as a maker of the material. It led to the detection of difficulties when outsiders do the training. 

5. Conclusion
You are able to use this template so that you type over sections by using cut and paste into it, and/or use the given styles. To use the built-in styles, highlight a section that you want to designate with a certain style, then select the appropriate name on the style menu. 
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